REPEAL UAPA

where evidence can be fabricated

RELEASE RONA WILSON
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REPEAL UAPA

where dalit activism is barred as anti state

RELEASE SUDHIR DHAWALE
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REPEAL UAPA

where the power of the pen is proscribed

RELEASE ANAND TELTUMBDE
REPEAL UAPA

where solidarity is framed as conspiracy

RELEASE ARUN FERREIRA
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REPEAL UAPA

where the process is punishment

RELEASE GAUTAM NAYLAKHA
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REPEAL UAPA

where singers are caged

RELEASE SAGAR GORKHE
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REPEAL UAPA

where anti-caste academics are targeted

RELEASE HANY BABU
REPEAL UAPA

where artists are without freedom

RELEASE JYOTI JAGTAP
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REPEAL UAPA

where minerals are looted and activists persecuted

RELEASE MAHESH RAUT
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REPEAL UAPA

where poets are imprisoned

RELEASE RAMESH GAICHOR
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REPEAL UAPA

where civil rights activists are barred

RELEASE SHOMA SEN
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REPEAL UAPA

“...to the dead we owe nothing but the truth.”

JUSTICE FOR STAN SWAMY
(26 Apr 1937 - 5 July 2021)
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REPEAL UAPA

where the defence of human rights is made into an offence

RELEASE SUDHA BHARADWAJ
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REPEAL UAPA

where legal activism is branded as unlawful

RELEASE SURENDRA GADLING
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REPEAL UAPA

where plots may be fake
and allegations false

RELEASE VERNON GONZALEZES
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REPEAL UAPA

where words are criminalised

RELEASE VARAVARA RAO
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